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1. While believe have reasonably accurate picture of specific security threats now facing several wave future assets in pehmen, wish point out it difficult make realistic estimate at this time which assets will survive current pehmen security crackdown. Reason for this is given variety of factors and often complicated ops situation, there no way determining in advance whether DSE will be able translate what we recognize as security weaknesses or threats into effective neutralization of assets by means doubling or arrest. Our ability effect exfiltration such assets as AMHE-2, AMPHARE-3, and ANCHOR-2 who in position compromise other agents will have decided influence on extent possible further losses.

2. Have confident large majority assets listed inventory mentioned ref will survive current security situation. Full assets endangered or compromised as foll:

A. AMFAHA-14. Definitely under DSE control but considerable available info indicated she has not given DSE full info by her
COPY RIGHTS: SHE APPEARS TO RETAIN BASIC LOYALTY TO FELLOW CONSPIRATOR IN "AMFAUNA NET." WAVE PLANS EXFILTRATE HER IF POSSIBLE.

B. AMWE-2. DSE APPARENTLY KNOWS AMWE-2 WAS IN CONTACT WITH AMFAUNA-14 BUT MAY NOT KNOW TRUE EXTENT HIS INVOLVEMENT CLANGESTINE OPS. IF AMWE-2 ARRESTED, INTERROGATED, AND TELLS EVERYTHING HE KNOWS, AMWE-1, AMWE-5, AND ANGERM-1 WOULD BE ENDANGERED. WAVE PLANS EXFIL AMWE-2 IF POSSIBLE.

C. ANGUTLER-2. DSE AWARE SHE ASSISTED AMFAUNA-1 IN HIS OPS. ANGUTLER-2 HAS APPARENTLY NOT BEEN DETAINED OR INTERROGATED BY DSE. ANGUTLER-2 ARREST COULD RESULT ROLL-UP OF AMFAUNA-7, 12, 15, 18, 19, 25 AND 27. WAVE PLANS EXFIL ANGUTLER-2 IF POSSIBLE.

D. ANGMURD-1 REPORTED HIS FARM INTERVENED AND AMONG PAPERS CONFISCATED WAS ONE SW CARBON. NOT CLEAR FROM ANGMURD-1 SW REPORT WHETHER CARBON SIGNED OUT AS SUSPICIOUS OR MERELY INCLUDED AMONG OTHER PAPERS WHICH CONFISCATED. SINCE DSE DID NOT PERFORM INTERVENTIONS, TENTATIVELY CONCLUDE THIS LOSS PROBABLY NOT SERIOUS, SINCE ANGMURD-1 DID NOT INDICATE HE FEARED APPREHENSION.

E. ANRIPE/AMGLEN COMPLEX. IN ADDITION SECURITY THREATPOSED BY ANGANCE-3 CASE, AS RESULT AMSIGH-2 APPREHENSION, AMGLEN-9 IN POTENTIALLY DANGEROUS SPOT IF ONLY AS RESULT HIS RELATIONSHIP AMSIGH-2. THIS SITUATION BEING ASSESSED AND POSSIBILITIES FOR EXFIL AMGLEN-9 ET AL ARE BEING EXAMINED.

F. ANCOO-3, KNOWN TO AMFAUNA-14 AS KUBARK CONTACT. IN DETAILED REPORT HER DETENTION WHICH AMFAUNA-14 MADE TO ANCOO-3,
WHICH IN GENERAL COINCIDE WITH INFO AVAILABLE UNTIL, AMFAURA-14 CLAIMS DID NOT INDICATE TO DCF SEE AMCOG-3 KUBARK CONTACT. AMCOG-3 CONCERNED, HOWEVER, BY POSSIBILITY FURTHER DCF SQUEEZE ON AMFAURA-14 WOULD CAUSE HER TO REVEAL HIS CONTACT WITH KUBARK. COMPROMISE AMCOG-3 COULD ENDANGER AMCOV-1 WHILE DO NOT WISH MINIMIZE THREAT AMCOG-3, AS HIS AWARE, HE WIDELY KNOWN AS STRONGLY ANTI-REGIME AND APPEARS HAVE SURVIVED OTHER THREATS HIS SECURITY. HAVE SUSPECTED AT LEAST PARTIAL REASON FOR THIS IS PROBABLE DESIRE AMTHUG-1 NOT MOLEST AMCOGS IN VIEW CONSIDERABLE STATURE AND RESPECT WHICH THEIR UNCLE STILL COMMANDS.

3. ABOVE INFO OUTLINES SECURITY SITUATION AS IT CURRENTLY KNOWN. ASSETS NOT LISTED PARA 2 ARE BELIEVED BE SECURE. THIS CONNECTION PLS NOTE AMGUARD-1 CASE EXCELLENT ILLUSTRATION HOW CHANCE EVENT NOT RELATED INTEL MATTERS, BUT CONNECTED WITH GENERAL SECURITY CRACKDOWN, CAN CREATE POSSIBLE SECURITY THREAT TO VIABILITY OF GOING ON. THIS TYPE INCIDENT NOT PREDICTABLE AND IS IMPOUNDERABLE WHICH AFFECTS SUCCESS OR FAILURE OF ANY CLANDESTINE OPERATION AND OFTEN CONTRIBUTES TO LOSSES.

4. CURRENTLY SECURITY CRACKDOWN IN PERUMEN IS LARGEST SINCE EARLY 61. BELIEVE IT HAS COME ABOUT DUE FOLLOWING:

A. DISCONTENT GROWING AMONG PERUMEN POPULACE DUE ECONOMIC FAILURES, INCREASED POLICE CONTROLS, ETC.

B. AMTHUG-1 FEARS IMPACT OF RECENT RAIDS ON PERUMEN INCREASED SPONTANEOUS SAB INSIDE PERUMEN AND INTERPRETS THESE ITEMS PLUS AMGUARD AND RELATED REPORTS TO MEAN ODYNE HAS STEPPED
C. **ANTIHUG-1 PLANS COUNTER TERROR ASPIRATIONS BY COVERT USE OF ALL POLICE POWERS AND REPRESIVE MEASURES.**

D. **POLICED SECURITY AND INTEL SERVICES HAVE COME OF AGE AND ARE BECOMING MORE EFFECTIVE INSTRUMENTS OF OPPRESSION IN COUNTRY WHICH MOVING DOWN POLICE STATE PATH, WHICH PREVIOUSLY FOLLOWED BY SOVIET UNION, CHINA, POLAND, AND CZECHOSLOVAKIA, WHILE THEY CONSOLIDATED POWER.**

**D. OPPOSITION TO ANTI-HUG-1 STILL CENTERS ON BOURGEOIS ELEMENTS WHO FURNISHED LEADERSHIP FACTOR TO WHAT LIMITED ORGANIZED OPPOSITION CURRENTLY EXISTS. THERE LESS BOURGEOIS ELEMENTS IN PERUEN THAN IN 61, 62 ETC THUS IT INCREASINGLY EASY FOR PERUEN TO CONTROL THEM AND THUS DETECT ANTI-REGIME ACTIVITIES.**
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C/S COMMENT: "RE CURRENT PERUEN T.S. ROLL UP/CRACKDOWN."